
TO JOIN A GUIDED RIDE YOU MUST REGISTER FOR THE RALLY AND SIGN UP
FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL TOUR. WRISTBANDS WILL BE CHECKED BY GUIDES.
All day tours in each area will meet together at The Hub at the designated time
below or meet at the trailhead at 9:30 AM. After a trail etiquette and safety

meeting, tours will then leave in different directions or stagger departure times.

Thursday 4/13/23 Evening Missile History &
Geyser tour

"The Hub"
Meeting Time Hub Location

Trailhead Meeting
Time Trailhead Location

6:00 PM
(39.000888,
-110.163145) 6:15 PM

(38.973937,
-110.121852)

Length Trail Name Skill Level Guide

20 Miles Missile complex Beginner TBA

Green River was the site of ballistic missile testing for several decades during the cold
war. Many Athena and Pershing II missiles were launched from Green River to White
Sands New Mexico. This history tour will explore both launch sites as well as the
nearby cold water geyser. Most of the tour will take place on dirt roads but there a

couple of optional trail sections that are beginner level. Maps for the area are included
with registration and riders are welcome to tour the sites on their own if they choose.

Friday 4/14/23 Day Ride - Whitewash
"The Hub"

Meeting Time Hub Location
Trailhead Meeting

Time Trailhead Location

8:10 AM
(39.000888,
-110.163145) 9:30 AM

(38.80412,
-110.04746)

Approximate
Length Trail Name Skill Level Guide

35 Miles Ten Mile Wash Intermediate TBA

Ten mile wash is a sandy trail that is fun for riders who like easy riding. There are few
technical sections but riders should expect some whoops.

https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/i1DMavCYm74HsY6CA
https://goo.gl/maps/i1DMavCYm74HsY6CA
https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/V8STzNL1w6uNn7gi8
https://goo.gl/maps/V8STzNL1w6uNn7gi8


30 Miles
Brain's & Mary's

Trails Advanced TBA

Half of Brian's trail contains deep sand and the other half is entirely slickrock. The climb
between the two is quite formidable and is the reason we give this an advanced rating.
Brian's Trail connects to Mary's trail so riders will get to experience that trail as well as
a couple others. Mary's trail has several extremely steep slickrock climbs/decents that

require riders to hit them with commitment.

Friday 4/14/23 Day Ride - Justensen's Flat
"The Hub"

Meeting Time Hub Location
Trailhead Meeting

Time Trailhead Location

8:20 AM
(39.000888,
-110.163145) 9:30 AM

(38.845370,
-110.894279)

Approximate
Length Trail Name Skill Level Guide

30 Miles Copper Globe
Beginner/Lower
Intermediate TBA

Copper Globe is a fun ride with a neat history. Beginners will enjoy the mostly dirt roads
and light sand out to the copper mine. The trail continues to Links Flat and the Red
Canyon overlooks. There are a couple optional sections that contain intermediate

obstacles for those that want to give them a try.

30-50 Miles Eva Conover
Lower

Intermediate TBA

The Eva Conover trail contains many scenic views and is a great trail for those riders
who are transitioning from the beginner to intermediate skill level. We consider this trail
Devil's Racetrack's little brother as it contains much of the same scenery and riding

surfaces but Eva Conover has more mellow obstacles. Depending on group
preference, this tour may ride through the sand in Coal wash and connect with either

Devils Race Track or Fix-it pass.

30-50 Miles
Devil's Race

track
Upper

Intermediate TBA

https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/aCabjHcTDn7hap5V6
https://goo.gl/maps/aCabjHcTDn7hap5V6


Devil's Racetrack is rated as an intermediate of the trail with the exception of The
Devil's Backbone and The Staircase located in the heart of the trail. Both of these are

advanced obstacles that cannot be bypassed. Because they are relatively short,
intermediate riders can usually be helped up without much trouble. One advantage of
this trail is that it is wide and varied enough that intermediate, advanced, and expert
riders can all take different lines and have an amazing experience. Depending on

group preference, this tour may ride through the sand in Coal wash and connect with
either Eva Conover or Fix-it pass.

40-50 Miles
Sinbad / Fixit

pass Intermediate TBA

This trail is very similar to the Eva Conover trail. Deep canyons, dry washers, and miles
of fun riding. There are a handful of obstacles that we rate in the middle of the

intermediate skill level. Depending on group preference, this tour may ride through the
sand in Coal wash and connect with either Devils Race Track or Eva Conover.

Friday 4/14/23 Day Ride - Color Trails
"The Hub"

Meeting Time Hub Location
Trailhead Meeting

Time Trailhead Location

8:30 AM
(39.000888,
-110.163145) 9:30 AM

(38.789009,
-110.709799)

Approximate
Length Trail Name Skill Level Guide

45 Miles Waterfall Trail Lower Advanced TBA

This is a great single track trail that is at the southern end of the Swell. With lots of ups
and downs, it winds in and around several different washes. Much of the trail is fast
and flowy with about a dozen obstacles scattered throughout. Depending on rider

preference, this trail may include some of the Color Trails as well.

35 Miles Color Trails Upper Advanced TBA

This ride will include the Orange Trail and the Red Trail which are both rated as upper
advanced. Each contains many difficult obstacles. We recommend avoiding the Red
and Orange trails unless you are comfortable with wheeling up tall ledges. For those
intermediate riders who want to try a couple advanced obstacles, we recommend

either Woodside or the Waterfall Trail.

25 Miles 5 Miles of Hell Expert TBA

https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/ksfkbpqFJsyDzYxr5
https://goo.gl/maps/ksfkbpqFJsyDzYxr5


The name says it all but we had better explain. This is perhaps the most difficult single
track trail in the state. Unless you have a deeply rooted desire to ride 5MOH, we

suggest you stay away. This is not the trail for learning new skills. Wheelie ability is a
must and we highly recommend an electric start and tons of water!

Friday 4/14/23 Day Ride - Woodside
"The Hub"

Meeting Time Hub Location
Trailhead Meeting

Time Trailhead Location

8:40 AM
(39.000888,
-110.163145) 9:30 AM

(39.212042,
-110.367822)

Approximate
Length Trail Name Skill Level Guide

40 Miles
Woodside Single

Track Intermediate TBA

Woodside is a huge area with every type of riding. On this tour, expect some hill climbs,
staircases, and ledges that are small enough to roll up. Oh yeah, you will also run into

some whoops.

40 Miles
Woodside Single

Track Advanced TBA

Woodside is a huge area with every type of riding. On this tour, expect some hill climbs
containing ledges, long staircases, and ledges that are best hit with a wheelie. Oh

yeah, you will also run into some whoops.

Friday 4/14/23 Day Ride - Black Dragon Wash
"The Hub"

Meeting Time Hub Location
Trailhead Meeting

Time Trailhead Location

9:00 AM
(39.000888,
-110.163145) 9:30 AM

(38.924823,
-110.418468)

Approximate
Length Trail Name Skill Level Guide

30 miles
Black Dragon

Wash
Beginner /
Intermediate

TBA

https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/NuNRbizKBkBv9BEw8
https://goo.gl/maps/NuNRbizKBkBv9BEw8
https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/8pLe7iaWVRUGBQ959
https://goo.gl/maps/8pLe7iaWVRUGBQ959


With towering sandstone walls, an amazing rock art panel, and enormous cave, this
canyon is something no rider will ever forget. This is a great trail for both beginner and
intermediate riders. THERE IS NO REGULAR FREEWAY EXIT TO THIS TRAILHEAD.
WHEN TRAVELING WESTBOUND ON I-70, PULL DIRECTLY OFF THE FREEWAY
ONTO A DIRT ROAD IMMEDIATELY AFTER MILEPOST #147. CLOSE THE GATE

BEHIND YOU TO KEEP THE COWS IN.

Friday 4/14/23 Evening Missile History &
Geyser tour

"The Hub"
Meeting Time Hub Location

Trailhead Meeting
Time Trailhead Location

6:00 PM
(39.000888,
-110.163145) 6:15 PM

(38.973937,
-110.121852)

Length Trail Name Skill Level Guide

20 Miles Missile complex Beginner TBA

Green River was the site of ballistic missile testing for several decades during the cold
war. Many Athena and Pershing II missiles were launched from Green River to White
Sands New Mexico. This history tour will explore both launch sites as well as the

nearby cold water geyser. Most of the tour will take place on dirt roads but there are a
couple of optional trail sections that are beginner level. Maps for the area are included
with registration and riders are welcome to tour the sites on their own if they choose.

Saturday 4/15/23 Day Ride - Whitewash
"The Hub"

Meeting Time Hub Location
Trailhead Meeting

Time Trailhead Location

8:10 AM
(39.000888,
-110.163145) 9:30 AM

(38.80412,
-110.04746)

Approximate
Length Trail Name Skill Level Guide

35 Miles Ten Mile Wash Intermediate TBA

Ten mile wash is a sandy trail that is fun for riders who like easy riding. There are few
technical sections but riders should expect some whoops.

https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/i1DMavCYm74HsY6CA
https://goo.gl/maps/i1DMavCYm74HsY6CA
https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/V8STzNL1w6uNn7gi8
https://goo.gl/maps/V8STzNL1w6uNn7gi8


30 Miles
Brain's & Mary's

Trails Advanced TBA

Half of Brian's trail contains deep sand and the other half is entirely slickrock. The climb
between the two is quite formidable and is the reason we give this an advanced rating.
Brian's Trail connects to Mary's trail so riders will get to experience that trail as well as
a couple others. Mary's trail has several extremely steep slickrock climbs/descents that

require riders to hit them with commitment.

Saturday 4/15/23 Day Ride - Justensen's Flat
"The Hub"

Meeting Time Hub Location
Trailhead Meeting

Time Trailhead Location

8:20 AM
(39.000888,
-110.163145) 9:30 AM

(38.845370,
-110.894279)

Approximate
Length Trail Name Skill Level Guide

30 Miles Copper Globe
Beginner/Lower
Intermediate TBA

Copper Globe is a fun ride with a neat history. Beginners will enjoy the mostly dirt roads
and light sand out to the copper mine. The trail continues to Links Flat and the Red
Canyon overlooks. There are a couple optional sections that contain intermediate

obstacles for those that want to give them a try.

30-50 Miles Eva Conover
Lower

Intermediate TBA

The Eva Conover trail contains many scenic views and is a great trail for those riders
who are transitioning from the beginner to intermediate skill level. We consider this trail
Devil's Racetrack's little brother as it contains much of the same scenery and riding

surfaces but Eva Conover has more mellow obstacles. Depending on group
preference, this tour may ride through the sand in Coal wash and connect with either

Devils Race Track or Fix-it pass.

30-50 Miles
Devil's Race

track
Upper

Intermediate TBA

https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/aCabjHcTDn7hap5V6
https://goo.gl/maps/aCabjHcTDn7hap5V6


Devil's Racetrack is rated as an intermediate of the trail with the exception of The
Devil's Backbone and The Staircase located in the heart of the trail. Both of these are

advanced obstacles that cannot be bypassed. Because they are relatively short,
intermediate riders can usually be helped up them without much trouble. One

advantage of this trail is that it is wide and varied enough that intermediate, advanced,
and expert riders can all take different lines and have an amazing experience.

Depending on group preference, this tour may ride through the sand in Coal wash and
connect with either Eva Conover or Fix-it pass.

40-50 Miles
Sinbad / Fixit

pass Intermediate TBA

This trail is very similar to the Eva Conover trail. Deep canyons, dry washers, and miles
of fun riding. There are a handful of obstacles that we rate in the middle of the

intermediate skill level. Depending on group preference, this tour may ride through the
sand in Coal wash and connect with either Devils Race Track or Eva Conover.

Saturday 4/15/23 Day Ride - Color Trails
"The Hub"

Meeting Time Hub Location
Trailhead Meeting

Time Trailhead Location

8:30 AM
(39.000888,
-110.163145) 9:30 AM

(38.789009,
-110.709799)

Approximate
Length Trail Name Skill Level Guide

45 Miles Waterfall Trail Lower Advanced TBA

This is a great single track trail that is at the southern end of the Swell. With lots of ups
and downs, it winds in and around several different washes. Much of the trail is fast
and flowy with about a dozen obstacles scattered throughout. Depending on rider

preference, this trail may include some of the Color Trails as well.

35 Miles Color Trails Upper Advanced TBA

This ride will include the Orange Trail and the Red Trail which are both rated as upper
advanced. Each contains many difficult obstacles. We recommend avoiding the Red
and Orange trails unless you are comfortable with wheeling up tall ledges. For those
intermediate riders who want to try a couple advanced obstacles, we recommend

either Woodside or the Waterfall Trail.

25 Miles 5 Miles of Hell Expert TBA

https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/ksfkbpqFJsyDzYxr5
https://goo.gl/maps/ksfkbpqFJsyDzYxr5


The name says it all but we had better explain. This is perhaps the most difficult single
track trail in the state. Unless you have a deeply rooted desire to ride 5MOH, we

suggest you stay away. This is not the trail for learning new skills. Wheelie ability is a
must and we highly recommend an electric start and tons of water!

Saturday 4/15/23 Day Ride - Woodside
"The Hub"

Meeting Time Hub Location
Trailhead Meeting

Time Trailhead Location

8:40 AM
(39.000888,
-110.163145) 9:30 AM

(39.212042,
-110.367822)

Approximate
Length Trail Name Skill Level Guide

40 Miles
Woodside Single

Track Intermediate TBA

Woodside is a huge area with every type of riding. On this tour, expect some hill climbs,
staircases, and ledges that are small enough to roll up. Oh yeah, you will also run into

some whoops.

40 Miles
Woodside Single

Track Advanced TBA

Woodside is a huge area with every type of riding. On this tour, expect some hill climbs
containing ledges, long staircases, and ledges that are best hit with a wheelie. Oh

yeah, you will also run into some whoops.

Saturday 4/15/23 Day Ride - Black Dragon
Wash

"The Hub"
Meeting Time Hub Location

Trailhead Meeting
Time Trailhead Location

9:00 AM
(39.000888,
-110.163145) 9:30 AM

(38.924823,
-110.418468)

Approximate
Length Trail Name Skill Level Guide

https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/NuNRbizKBkBv9BEw8
https://goo.gl/maps/NuNRbizKBkBv9BEw8
https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/LpKoiTGaCgVoGPq39
https://goo.gl/maps/8pLe7iaWVRUGBQ959
https://goo.gl/maps/8pLe7iaWVRUGBQ959


30 miles
Black Dragon

Wash
Beginner /
Intermediate

TBA

With towering sandstone walls, an amazing rock art panel, and enormous cave, this
canyon is something no rider will ever forget. This is a great trail for both beginner and
intermediate riders. THERE IS NO REGULAR FREEWAY EXIT TO THIS TRAILHEAD.
WHEN TRAVELING WESTBOUND ON I-70, PULL DIRECTLY OFF THE FREEWAY
ONTO A DIRT ROAD IMMEDIATELY AFTER MILEPOST #147. CLOSE THE GATE

BEHIND YOU TO KEEP THE COWS IN.


